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Christ Church Contact
Message from the
Head Teacher
Dear Parents / Carers,
I am so glad to be back at work, at last.
Although I'm returning gradually, I've already
found myself in the 'thick of it', dealing with a
range of issues. The life at school is certainly
never boring, however even if there are so
many things to do and decisions to make,
usually all at once, I must admit I have missed
it terribly.
It is also great to see the children again. They
have given me a very warm welcome; I have
never received so many hugs in my whole life.
It is amazing to see how much the children
have grown and matured during my absence.
As long as my health keeps on improving, I will
thoroughly enjoy working during the remaining
weeks of this school year. Let's hope the sun
will continue to shine, particularly on the days
of our outdoor events such as Sports Day or
Summer BBQ.
Ania Vaughan
Head Teacher

Connor A – Tolkien Class
Justin M – Tolkien Class
Harry M – Butterworth Class
Sultan H – Butterworth Class
Phoebe K – Butterworth Class
Emma T – Potter Class
Yianni S – Tolkien Class
Ronja P – Tolkien Class
Isabel D – Tolkien Class

Dates for week commencing
8th June
Tues 9th June – Ark Farm Visit – Foundation
Stage
Fri 12th June – Sports Day
Timings as follows:
Early Years (Nursery & Reception) – 9.00am –
10.00am
KS1 & KS2 – 10.00am – 12.15pm

National Book Tokens
Golden Book

Congratulations to the children who have been
entered into the Golden Book this week.
Cleo C –Tolkien Class
Esther H – Tolkien Class
Henry M – Tolkien Class

Would you like to help us win £5000 of
National Book tokens? If so please enter the
competition now at
www.nationalbooktokens.com/schools
The more entries the school have the more
chances we have of winning, you will also have
the chance to win £100 for yourself!
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